
Modular and integrated. 

Our design philosophy is to create great products that work as stand-alone solutions that solve a particular challenge but 
also fit together in a cohesive system with a single point of management and control for all your identities. So, regardless 
of your most immediate challenge today, we can help overcome that, as well as support long-term IAM projects that 
encompass multiple platforms and environments and ultimately get you to a successful digital transformation.

How they work together

No other single vendor delivers as comprehensive of an IAM product offering. We continually enhance our existing products and 
portfolio to help your organization be more productive and secure.

With One Identity, you can define a clear path to security and true governance; as well as address the most 
pressing IAM challenges of your on-premises, cloud or hybrid environment. At the same time, your organization 
can strengthen security, enhance its agility, empower line-of-business managers to make identity decisions, 
improve operations, get compliant and be ready for tomorrow.

Our technology
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and Administration
Gain simplicity and 
affordability with a unified 
foundation that 
encompasses management, 
auditing and compliance 
elements to ensure strong 
governance.

Deliver appropriate access to 
privileged accounts, bolster 
security, achieve compliance, 
streamline administration, and 
extend governance.

Make the most of your investment in AD and Azure AD by enhancing native account management 
capabilities to enable you to do your job more efficiently, more accurately, and with less manual 
intervention.  Secure, delegate and streamline common AD account, object and group management 
tasks, extend AD to non-Windows systems like Unix and Macs and synchronize and automate 
account lifecycle to your most critical business applications including Cloud and SaaS apps.

Identity Services

AD Account Lifecycle Management

Extend and enhance your 
investments in IGA, PAM, and 
AD Account Lifecycle 
Management software with 
SaaS-delivered identity 
services that enable you to 
quickly add critical identity 
functions and accelerate the 
time-to-value for your 
identity-centered security 
program.



The path to governance
The ultimate goal is to get to true identity governance. With modular and 
integrated solutions that support automation, efficient workflows and policies, 
attestation and reporting, you’re assured of security and compliance.

Our solutions

Industry leaders rely on us
Our solutions play an integral role in the security of world leading industries.  

Discover our complete portfolio of IAM 
solutions at  www.oneidentity.com

Future-Ready
• Frequent feature releases

• Fewer costly upgrade 
(cycles)

• On-prem? Hybrid? Cloud? 
Yes!

Successful Customer 
Outcomes
• Award-winning support

• Vast ecosystem of IAM 
experts

• History of innovation

• Single, strong, stable 
vendor

Financial
Institutions

U.S. Federal
Agencies

Healthcare

Energy

Retail

Automotive

Telecom

Aerospace

Business Centric
• Empower the right people

• Focus on business 
objectives

• Streamline operations 

• Lower TCO

Modular and
Integrated
• Start anywhere and build 

from there

• Cover governance, 
access and privileged 
access…

• More benefit, less effort
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